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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Charter Communications was one of the largest participants in the RDOF auction, bidding on 7,395 census block groups (“CBGs”) and ultimately being assigned winning bids for 5,366, representing approximately 1.06 million homes and small businesses across 24 states. Charter will be bringing fiber-to-the-premise (“FTTP”) gigabit, low latency broadband internet access service to these unserved homes and small businesses for remote learning, telework, telemedicine, and a multitude of other applications. In order to advance that goal—while maintaining the focus of RDOF support on its primary purpose of bringing broadband to unserved areas—Charter now seeks a limited waiver of its RDOF application and deployment obligations in Massachusetts, and in small areas in Kentucky, Missouri, Virginia, and Wisconsin.

To help address known gaps in deployment data and to ensure scarce federal support was used effectively to connect unserved homes and small businesses, the Commission offered a limited, voluntary challenge process prior to the RDOF auction. The challenge process allowed parties to identify census blocks that were already served or would soon be served with high-speed broadband, and in which RDOF support was therefore unnecessary. Charter participated in this challenge process and worked to identify any areas in which it had deployed additional broadband facilities subsequent to the Form 477 reports on which the auction areas were based. Given the sheer size of the auction and the varying criteria used to define the scopes and geographies of various state, local, and tribal grant programs, it was inevitable that the challenge process would fail to detect some served or funded areas. As a result, some areas included in the auction in fact were served by a broadband provider, and should not have been included in the RDOF auction. Complicating the situation, many state and local governmental entities and broadband grant recipients did not participate in the challenge process, and Charter is not aware of any comprehensive database of state, local, and tribal broadband support grants that could have been
consulted prior to the auction. Adding to the situation, numerous federal, state, and local entities have continued to award new broadband grants since the auction, particularly given the importance of connectivity during the COVID-19 pandemic. Many of these additional grants were awarded after the list of RDOF-eligible areas was finalized; indeed, a number of these projects have already been completed. Finally, in a small number of instances, census blocks already served by existing providers may not have been fully captured by the Commission’s process.

Charter has undertaken an extensive review of the CBGs it won in the auction to identify areas where RDOF support would not advance the program’s central purpose of connecting unserved homes and small businesses due to overlaps with broadband grants awarded under other programs. It looked at approximately 1,000 CBGs, and, in approximately 600 of those CBGs, created detailed mapping information for potentially overlapping grants. Throughout this process, Charter has reviewed numerous federal, state, local, and tribal funding programs that had defined the supported areas in varying ways. Through this review, Charter has been able to further refine the list of RDOF areas it won in the auction to identify those that are in fact already served, or will soon be served by another provider with a binding commitment to another government entity.

Charter’s experience in Massachusetts provides a compelling example of how such overlaps would prevent RDOF funding from being used to connect unserved areas. There, the RDOF auction included numerous areas within municipalities in which the broadband administrator for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Broadband Institute (“MBI”), had awarded grants for broadband expansion projects prior to the auction through its “Last Mile Program.” Because those grants were not identified by recipients during the RDOF challenge process, numerous census blocks in MBI-supported municipalities were incorrectly identified as “wholly unserved” and thus included in the RDOF Phase I auction.
Charter participated in the auction using, among many other sources, the publicly available FCC Form 477 broadband availability data as well as updates to the RDOF CBGs published by the FCC. However, Charter learned soon after the auction from MBI and other parties that these data sources did not reflect some areas where broadband already exists or is soon scheduled to be available. This includes a small number of areas where Charter itself received MBI support, and then inadvertently bid for and won in the RDOF auction. MBI and Charter promptly reached out to each other upon becoming aware of these circumstances. In order to preserve the integrity of the Commonwealth’s very successful “Last Mile Program” and (in towns where a third party was awarded state funds) the vitality of MBI’s grantees, Charter and MBI agreed that the best outcome would be for Charter not to use RDOF support to deploy its network in these towns but to instead seek a waiver from the Commission to remove these areas from its RDOF obligations.

As part of its review of potential overlaps between areas it won in the RDOF auction and other broadband grant programs, Charter has also discovered smaller, but similar, overlaps in Kentucky, Missouri, Virginia, and Wisconsin where CBGs that Charter won in the auction are already or soon will be served, and asks for limited relief from its deployment obligations in these areas as well. By relieving Charter of the obligation to seek support in areas that already are or will soon be served by high-speed wireline broadband providers, grant of this waiver will further the Commission’s intention that its finite universal service support be used in an efficient manner. Moreover, in a small number of CBGs, where a state grant covers only some locations, modifying Charter’s obligations to build only to the locations lacking access to high-speed wireline broadband will further the Commission’s goal of connecting as many homes and small businesses as possible to the life-enhancing benefits of high-speed broadband.
Specifically, Charter respectfully requests that the Commission waive its rules to modify Charter’s RDOF obligations as follows:

1. **“Application Modification” Waivers.** Relieve Charter from the requirement to apply for support in the following Census Block Groups (“CBGs”) it won in the auction (and permit Charter to withdraw these CBGs from its pending long form application), or, in the alternative, allow Charter to default in these CBGs without penalty. Each of these CBGs is already being served, or will soon be served, by Charter itself or by other wireline broadband providers that overlap 95-100% of the estimated locations in the CBG. These include:
   - 33 CBGs in Massachusetts;
   - 5 CBGs in Kentucky;
   - 1 CBG in Missouri; and
   - 2 CBGs in Virginia.

2. **“Deployment Modification” Waivers.** Modify Charter’s deployment obligation to require Charter to build only to locations that lack high-speed, wireline broadband access, and reduce Charter’s support and deployment obligations proportionately, in the following CBGs:
   - 2 CBGs in Massachusetts. Of the estimated 673 locations in these two CBGs, 544 are scheduled to receive fiber connections from an MBI grantee by the end of 2021. Charter would like to use RDOF funds to build to the remaining 129 locations that are not scheduled to receive FTTP broadband service, with its RDOF support and buildout obligations adjusted proportionately.
1 CBG in Wisconsin. Of the estimated 155 locations in this CBG, Charter has already built its network to 62 homes with a grant from the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin. Charter inadvertently bid for, and won, the RDOF CBG that partially overlaps this tribal grant. However, because an estimated 93 remaining locations in the CBG remain unserved and are not encompassed by Charter’s tribal grant, Charter seeks a waiver to allow it to use RDOF support to connect those remaining locations, with its support and buildout obligations adjusted accordingly. The Menominee Indian Tribe supports Charter’s request.

In each of the above-identified CBGs, RDOF support is either not needed at all, or is needed only for a portion of the CBG. If Charter builds using RDOF support in areas that overlap a third-party grantee, it would not only be an inefficient use of the Commission’s resources, but could also risk undermining the operation of state broadband grant programs by depriving grantees of the subscriber base on which the planning and funding for those projects was predicated. For these reasons, the relevant authorities—the commonwealth and state broadband authorities in Massachusetts (with one caveat), Missouri, and Virginia, county and state representatives in Kentucky, and the Menominee Indian Tribe in Wisconsin—each support or have no opposition to this request.

Charter respectfully requests that the Commission grant this Petition for the reasons set forth herein.
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PETITION FOR WAIVER

Pursuant to section 1.3 of the Commission’s rules,\(^1\) and for the reasons set forth below, Charter Communications, Inc.; Time Warner Cable Information Services (Kentucky), LLC; Time Warner Cable Information Services (Massachusetts), LLC; Charter Fiberlink CCO-MA, LLC; Charter Fiberlink – Missouri, LLC; Charter Fiberlink CCO, LLC; and Charter Fiberlink VA-CCO, LLC (collectively, “Charter”\(^2\)) respectfully request limited waivers of Charter’s Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (“RDOF”) application and deployment requirements with respect to specific

\(^1\) 47 C.F.R. § 1.3.

\(^2\) Charter’s affiliate CCO Holdings, LLC (“CCO Holdings”) was the winning bidder in the subject CBGs in the Phase One auction, and assigned its bids to state affiliates in each jurisdiction. Charter brings this Petition on behalf of its affiliates who will ultimately receive RDOF support and carry out Charter’s relevant RDOF obligations in each state, and, for simplicity, will refer collectively to itself and its affiliates as “Charter” unless otherwise noted.
areas in Massachusetts, and small portions of Kentucky, Missouri, Virginia, and Wisconsin, as described in this Petition. In each state, this Petition requests a waiver with respect to certain identified areas that another provider or Charter itself already serves, or will serve, with high-speed wireline broadband services, in almost all cases pursuant to a broadband grant from state or Tribal authorities.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Charter’s Commitment and Efforts to Deploy Broadband to Rural Areas

Through its affiliate CCO Holdings, Charter participated in the RDOF auction and was the winning bidder for $1.2 billion in RDOF support to supplement the cost of connecting an estimated 1,057,695 homes and small businesses in 24 states. To meet this tremendous commitment, Charter expects to invest several billion dollars of its own funds—on top of its RDOF support—to bring gigabit, low latency service to these locations. These newly served homes and small businesses will have access to Charter’s network, enabling engagement in remote learning, work, telemedicine, and other applications that require high-bandwidth, low-latency connectivity. To achieve this goal, Charter is expanding its existing construction organization in order to focus on deployment of this new fiber optic network, and expects to hire more than 2,000 employees and contractors to support the RDOF and future rural buildout initiatives.³

Charter has a proven track record that demonstrates its ability and commitment to successfully and timely meet its RDOF buildout requirements. In the last three years alone,

Charter has extended its network to reach an additional 2.5 million homes and small businesses, about a third of them in rural areas.

B. Exclusion of Areas with State Broadband Grant Support from the RDOF Auction

To “ensur[e] that [the] finite universal service support is awarded in an efficient and cost-effective manner and does not go toward overbuilding areas that already have service,” the Commission limited eligibility for Phase One of the RDOF auction to unserved census blocks. In order to identify eligible areas, the Commission identified a preliminary list of census blocks lacking broadband deployment based upon a review of the most recent publicly available Form 477 data, which (at the time) represented deployment as of June 30, 2019.

The Commission recognized that there would be an “inevitable lag between the time when areas are served and the time that service is reflected in publicly available FCC Form 477 data.” To account for subsequent deployment and to identify areas in which broadband would otherwise become available under state programs, the Commission directed the Wireline Competition Bureau and the Office of Economics and Analytics to conduct a limited challenge process. The Commission’s challenge process offered an opportunity to prevent RDOF support from being used to overbuild areas where broadband service was already available, or would soon become available. It did so by identifying additional census blocks in which providers had deployed

---

7 Id.
broadband facilities subsequent to the June 30, 2019 Form 477 data, or had received state or other support to deploy, so that the Commission could exclude those census blocks from the auction.  

Charter participated in this challenge process and diligently worked to identify any areas in which it had subsequently deployed additional broadband facilities (as reflected in its December 2019 Form 477 submission), as well as areas in which it had assumed forthcoming deployment obligations under state broadband grants. Other RDOF program participants, incumbent providers, and state agencies, but not all, also participated in this challenge process, identifying areas where there had been subsequent broadband deployment or for which there were deployment obligations under state grants or contracts.

Charter subsequently participated in the RDOF auction, bid on 7,395 CBGs, and was assigned winning bids for approximately 1.06 million locations in 5,366 CBGs.

C. Overlap Between RDOF Supported Areas, State Broadband Grants, and Other Broadband Deployment

Charter consulted publicly available broadband availability data, including FCC Form 477 broadband availability data and published updates to the RDOF eligible areas, during its preparation for and participation in the auction. After the auction results were announced, Charter became aware from the Massachusetts Broadband Institute (“MBI”) and others that MBI

---

8 Id.; Challenge Process PN, 35 FCC Rcd at 6499-500.

9 Challenge Process PN, 35 FCC Rcd at 6506, Appendix. Charter also separately sought (and the Commission granted) a waiver to exclude from the auction areas in which Charter had assumed binding regulatory obligations to deploy its network in upstate New York. See In re Rural Digital Opportunity Fund, Order, 35 FCC Rcd 6490 (WCB 2020) (“New York Waiver Order”).

10 Challenge Process PN, 35 FCC Rcd at 6500-01, 6505-10.


12 MBI is a division of the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (“MassTech”). The Commonwealth created MBI when signing into law the 2008 Broadband Act. Its mission is to
broadband grants were not reflected in those data sources, and that Charter’s winning bids included Massachusetts towns in which MBI had already awarded broadband support to other providers. Upon further investigation, Charter discovered numerous instances in Massachusetts, as well as some instances in other states, in which state broadband programs are already providing support to providers other than the RDOF auction winners to provide high-speed broadband service in the same areas. In addition, Charter discovered a smaller number of instances in which areas included in the auction are already served by an existing broadband provider. In both instances, these circumstances obviate the continued need for RDOF funding for these areas because the areas will be served without such support.

Identification of instances in which both RDOF and a state (or municipal, tribal or other federal) broadband program are supporting broadband deployment to the same areas is an extremely fact-intensive and time-intensive exercise.\(^\text{13}\) Although the RDOF Order envisioned that

\[\text{make affordable high-speed internet available to all homes, businesses, schools, libraries, medical facilities, government offices, and other public places across the Commonwealth}.\]

MassTech is a public agency that supports business formation and growth in Massachusetts’ technology sector, helping the commonwealth lead in the global digital economy. MBI’s board of directors consists of four gubernatorial appointees and a number of ex officio board seats held by the Chair of the Governing Board of the Innovation Institute at MassTech, the secretaries for Administration and Finance and Housing and Economic Development in the Commonwealth, MassTech’s Executive Director and the Commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications and Cable (see https://broadband.masstech.org/meet-masstech/our-team/board). The Director of MBI is a member of the senior management team of MassTech’s Executive Director.

\(^{13}\) At the time the Commission issued the RDOF Order, then-Commissioner Rosenworcel and Commissioner Starks each raised concerns that the Commission lacked sufficient visibility into the parallel state broadband programs providing support for broadband buildout, and the areas that those programs were targeting, albeit in opposition to the Commission’s decision to foreclose the combined use of federal and state funds to improve supported service. \textit{See RDOF Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 786 (Statement of Commissioner Jessica Rosenworcel Approving in Part and Dissenting in Part) (“nowhere in this decision do we itemize” the areas “where [states] have sought to extend the reach of broadband”); RDOF Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 790 (Statement of Commissioner Geoffrey Starks Approving in Part and Dissenting in Part) (expressing concern that the Commission had not developed “a plan to ensure we have canvassed all relevant state programs”).}
a limited challenge process would be able to identify such areas, many state and local governmental broadband agencies and grantees did not avail themselves of that process. Moreover, the numerous broadband support programs by state, local, and tribal governments that might be candidates for overlap with RDOF areas are not comprehensively itemized in any authoritative repository of which Charter is aware. Indeed, the full terms of many such grants are not publicized at all; as Charter has undertaken this review, it has in numerous instances had to reach out to state broadband agencies to obtain details regarding their grants so that Charter could undertake an analysis of any potential overlap.

Even after Charter identified projects that might be candidates for overlapping support between different government agencies, comparing the supported areas was a time-consuming process. Different programs use differing criteria to define the areas in which support is provided, complicating ready comparison among programs. For instance, although the RDOF Phase I auction defined the supported geographic areas using entire census blocks, many other programs define the supported areas using other criteria, such as:

a. Municipal boundaries;

b. Lists of the specific addresses set forth in an application for support;

c. Maps of an award area with the project boundary outlined;

d. Maps of an award area with lines representing streets that will be covered;

e. Geospatial files outlining project boundaries;

f. Geospatial files containing lines representing streets along which facilities are to be deployed;

g. Geospatial files with points representing specific locations that will be covered; and

h. Online maps depicting the covered areas.

Cross-referencing RDOF-supported areas against state-supported areas, therefore, is not an apples-to-apples comparison, or even an apples-to-oranges one—it is more akin to comparing
apples to oranges, bananas, pineapples, grapes, and strawberries. Charter has been engaged in the
time- and personnel-intensive task of converting these varying formats into a common basis for
comparison by manually geocoding addresses, streets, and project boundaries so that the state
grants can be meaningfully cross-referenced against the RDOF census blocks—and doing so
hundreds of times. In order to review state, local, and tribal broadband grants for possible overlap
with RDOF areas, Charter has undertaken a visual review to evaluate potential overlaps in
approximately 1,000 CBGs, and then had to proceed to this much more detailed mapping analysis
in over 600 CBGs and grant applications.

Charter has now coordinated with the relevant officials in Kentucky, Massachusetts,
Missouri, Virginia, and Wisconsin regarding areas of substantial overlap between Charter’s RDOF
areas and non-RDOF grants in each jurisdiction. This waiver request is the result of this
coordination. The specific areas at issue are itemized in the charts on pages 12-13 and 15, infra,
and described and identified in greater detail below.

1. **“Application Modification” Waiver Requests: CBGs Already Served
   or Scheduled to Be Served by Wireline Providers, in Which Charter
   Seeks to Be Relieved of Its Obligation to Apply for RDOF Support**

*Massachusetts*

Twenty-eight CBGs in Massachusetts that were included in the RDOF auction (and in
which Charter was the winning bidder) are contained within the boundaries of municipalities in
which MBI awarded state broadband grants to wireline broadband providers other than Charter
prior to the RDOF auction through its “Last Mile Program.”

14 See generally Last Mile Programs, Massachusetts Broadband Institute, https://broadband.mass
tech.org/last-mile-programs (last visited Apr. 7, 2021) (showing award areas and project status).
The map does not yet include the MBI grants in Egremont and Monterey, which were only issued
very recently, although Fiber Connect, which is constructing those networks, already had
deployment in both towns underway prior to its agreement with MBI. A small portion of one of
in Chart A on pages 12-13, *infra*. In some cases, in addition to support from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts via MBI, individual broadband projects are supported with additional municipal funds.

Under the terms of the grants issued by MBI, recipients are required to connect at least 96% of eligible locations within the relevant municipality.\(^\text{15}\) Based on information shared by MBI, almost all of the projects supported by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts through MBI that are the subject of this Petition are either completed or scheduled for completion by the end of 2021, except for 5 projects that are scheduled to be completed no later than the end of 2022.\(^\text{16}\) In addition, although the terms of the MBI Last Mile Program do not require all providers to offer gigabit-capable service, it is Charter’s understanding that in the 28 CBGs at issue, the MBI grantees have deployed or are deploying gigabit-capable networks.

In addition to the 28 CBGs that overlap MBI grants, Charter has also learned that 2 additional Massachusetts CBGs included in the Phase One auction—representing the town of Russell, MA and an area in Westfield, MA in the vicinity of Westfield-Barnes Regional Airport—are already served by wireline providers other than Charter. Charter lacks knowledge as to the

---

the CBGs, located in the town of Leyden, is outside of town boundaries and located in Bernardston, a non-MBI grantee town already served by Comcast. Charter discusses this CBG below.

\(^\text{15}\) See Last Mile Program Policy, Massachusetts Broadband Institute, https://broadband.masstech.org/building-networks/last-mile/program-unserved-towns/last-mile-program-policy (last visited Apr. 7, 2021) (funded programs for Last Mile Program must “reach at least 96% of a community’s residents and provide access to broadband speeds of 25/3 mbps.”); see also Massachusetts Broadband Institute, Flexible Grant Program Notice of Funding Availability 4 (Oct. 5, 2017), https://masstech.org/sites/mtc/files/documents/Legal/2018-MBI-01/Flexible%20Grant%20Program%20NOFA%20MBI-2018-01%20%28FINAL%29.pdf (setting same 96% objective for Flexible Grant Program). It is Charter’s understanding that all MBI grants in areas that are the subject of this Petition require the provider to connect 96% or more of the municipality’s residents.

\(^\text{16}\) The only five third-party projects expected to extend into 2022 are those in the towns of Becket, Egremont, Middlefield, Monterey, and Tolland.
reason why these two areas were not excluded from the auction; however, in both cases, a wireline broadband service provider is already present in each of the respective CBGs. It is Charter’s understanding that the incumbent provider in Russell covers substantial portions of the town.\textsuperscript{17} The small area in Westfield, MA in which the pertinent CBG is located is in a developed area near the airport, and Charter has confirmed through a site visit that both Comcast and Westfield Gas & Electric (which operates Whip City Fiber) already appear to have facilities serving residential and commercial locations in the CBG.

Finally, Charter has also discovered 3 CBGs in Massachusetts in which Charter itself was previously awarded an MBI broadband grant to build to areas that Charter won in the RDOF auction, but which Charter inadvertently omitted during the Commission’s challenge process. Through the same MBI programs discussed above, Charter was awarded grants to connect 96% of eligible locations in the towns of Hancock, Sandisfield,\textsuperscript{18} and Tyringham, which encompass three CBGs which Charter inadvertently bid for and won in the RDOF auction. Grant agreements for Charter to serve these towns using MBI (and in some instances town-specific) funding were authorized in July 2017, August 2019, and July 2017, respectively.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{17} See Last Mile Broadband Projects in Massachusetts Project Status as of March 2021, Massachusetts Broadband Institute, https://broadband.masstech.org/sites/mbi/files/documents/map-gallery/LastMileTowns-ProjectStatus-20210320.pdf (last visited Apr. 7, 2021) (showing Russell among “previously served towns”).

\textsuperscript{18} In Sandisfield, Charter’s MBI grant (and 96% connection obligation) excludes a privately owned area, Otis Woodlands, in which the local homeowners’ association is funding its own local broadband project. Charter’s requested waiver includes both the MBI-funded locations in Sandisfield as well as this homeowner-funded area, which was excluded from the scope of the state grant.

\textsuperscript{19} Charter completed the deployment in Tyringham, MA by June 30, 2020, and timely included it in its next Form 477 filing in September 2020. Charter only just completed the Hancock project in December 2020, and is currently working on the Sandisfield project.
Combined, these 33 CBGs in Massachusetts, each of which is itemized on Chart A on pages 12-13 below, represent 12,213 estimated locations and $16,604,116 in RDOF support. Through this Petition, Charter requests that the Commission waive the RDOF program requirements by relieving Charter of the obligation to seek support in these CBGs and allow Charter to remove them from its pending long-form application.

**Kentucky**

Five CBGs in Kentucky that were included in the RDOF auction (and in which Charter was the winning bidder) are contained entirely within the service area of Bardstown Connect (formerly Bardstown Cable TV & Internet), a local municipal provider that serves Bardstown, Kentucky and the surrounding regions. 20 Bardstown Connect advertises broadband internet access services through its cable network with speeds up to 200 Mbps throughout its service area, and residential fiber internet service with speeds of up to 1 Gbps within select areas. 21 Charter lacks knowledge as to how these areas came to be included in the RDOF auction and why they were not reflected in the Commission’s Form 477 data on which the eligible areas list was based; however, the areas are already served and not in need of federal broadband support. Charter was unaware of the existing service offerings from Bardstown Connect at the time of its bidding in the auction, but the existing service offerings became apparent as Charter began the process of applying for pole attachment permits to construct its network in the area. Collectively, these five CBGs represent an estimated 549 locations and $$266,832 in support. Charter has conferred with both

---

county and state officials representing Bardstown and confirmed that those officials support Charter’s request to forego RDOF support to construct an overlapping network in these areas.

**Missouri**

In one CBG in Howard County, MO that Charter won in the RDOF auction, Charter has discovered that the CBG is already being served by another provider pursuant to a state broadband grant awarded after finalization of the eligible areas list for the RDOF auction.

In this CBG, pursuant to an August 2020 grant using Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (“CARES Act”) funding, Glasgow AirLink Rural Broadband, LLC has constructed a fiber-to-the-home network, capable of offering speeds of at least 1Gbps/100 Mbps. The grant area completely encompasses the CBG won by Charter in the RDOF auction. This CBG represents an estimated 480 locations and $53,365 in support. Charter has conferred with the Missouri Department of Economic Development, which has confirmed that this project is already complete, and that the Department supports Charter’s request to be relieved of the obligation to build to this area using RDOF support.

**Virginia**

In two RDOF CBGs in Surry County, VA that Charter won in the RDOF auction, a state broadband grant had been awarded to Prince George Electric Cooperative on February 4, 2020, but was not identified to the Commission as part of the RDOF challenge process. Under the terms of that grant, the recipient is required to deploy its gigabit-capable fiber-to-the-home (“FTTH”) network to 95-96% of the estimated locations in the CBGs by October 31, 2021. These two CBGs represent, respectively (1) 467 estimated locations and $71,156 in support, and (2) 289 estimated locations and $44,395 in support. Charter has conferred with the Office of Broadband within the
Virginia Department of Housing and Community Development, which supports Charter’s request for a waiver with respect to these areas.

Together, the CBGs where Charter seeks to be relieved of its obligation to apply for RDOF support, and that Charter wishes to exclude from its long form application without facing penalties for a default, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>CBG</th>
<th>Municipality22</th>
<th>Grantor</th>
<th>Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>211799303011</td>
<td>Bardstown</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Bardstown Connect (municipal cable/fiber)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>211799303012</td>
<td>Bardstown</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Bardstown Connect (municipal cable/fiber)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>211799303022</td>
<td>Bardstown</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Bardstown Connect (municipal cable/fiber)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>211799303023</td>
<td>Bardstown</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Bardstown Connect (municipal cable/fiber)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>211799303032</td>
<td>Bardstown</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Bardstown Connect (municipal cable/fiber)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039343001</td>
<td>Alford</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110415011</td>
<td>Ashfield</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110415012</td>
<td>Ashfield</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039322002</td>
<td>Becket</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039322003</td>
<td>Becket</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110402001</td>
<td>Leyden23</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250138130004</td>
<td>Blandford</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250138130003</td>
<td>Chester</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Comcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250158226051</td>
<td>Chesterfield</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110401002</td>
<td>Colrain; Heath</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110401003</td>
<td>Colrain</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250158227002</td>
<td>Cummington</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039343002</td>
<td>Egremont</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Fiber Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mount Washington</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Crocker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250158226061</td>
<td>Goshen</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22 Each of the 28 MBI-supported CBGs at issue is contained entirely within municipal areas subject to the terms of these grants, with one minor exception discussed in the following footnote (where a small portion of the CBG is in a neighboring town served by Comcast without an MBI grant). As a result, the MBI grants will require service to all or almost all locations within the CBG.

23 In CBG 250110402001, a small portion of the CBG is located in the neighboring town, Bernardston, which Comcast serves without an MBI grant. However, MBI’s mapping data indicates that all unserved locations in the CBG are located in Leyden, and not in Bernardston. Although Charter has not independently verified through a physical survey, Charter’s visual inspection of satellite photos appears to be consistent with the conclusion that the Bernardston areas of the CBG contain few, if any, unserved locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>CBG</th>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Grantor</th>
<th>Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039351002</td>
<td>Hancock</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039332002</td>
<td>Monterey</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Fiber Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039351001</td>
<td>New Ashford</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110406003</td>
<td>New Salem</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039334001</td>
<td>Otis</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039334002</td>
<td>Otis</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250277042002</td>
<td>Petersham</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Matrix Connected Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250158227001</td>
<td>Plainfield</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250138130002</td>
<td>Russell</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Russell (as Municipal Cable Provider)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039334003</td>
<td>Sandisfield</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110415024</td>
<td>Shelburne</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Comcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110406002</td>
<td>Shutesbury</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Crocker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250138130005</td>
<td>Tolland</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Comcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039332001</td>
<td>Tyringham</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039322001</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110404003</td>
<td>Wendell</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250138128003</td>
<td>Westfield</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Comcast; Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250039314001</td>
<td>Windsor</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250158227003</td>
<td>Worthington; Middlefield</td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Comcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>290899601003</td>
<td>Howard County</td>
<td>CARES Act</td>
<td>Glasgow AirLink Rural Broadband, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>511818601001</td>
<td>Surry County</td>
<td>VA State Grant</td>
<td>Prince George Electric Cooperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>511818602001</td>
<td>Surry County</td>
<td>VA State Grant</td>
<td>Prince George Electric Cooperative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **“Deployment Modification” Waiver Requests: CBGs Partially Served or Scheduled to Be Served by Wireline Providers, in Which Charter Seeks Correspondingly Reduced Support and Deployment Obligations**

**Massachusetts**

In 2 CBGs in Massachusetts in which Charter was the winning RDOF bidder, representing the towns of Hawley, Charlemont, Monroe, and Rowe, the towns have received broadband grants from MBI and will manage municipal networks that encompass portions of the CBGs through partnerships with a third-party wireline broadband provider, Westfield Gas & Electric (operating as Whip City Fiber). In both cases, the MBI grants were announced before the creation of the RDOF list of eligible areas, but not captured in the Commission’s challenge process. These CBGs,
which are itemized in Chart B on page 15 below, represent 673 estimated locations and $1,303,974 in RDOF support in total.

Through this Petition, Charter requests that the Commission exclude the 544 locations served or scheduled to be served by Whip City Fiber as the wireline partner for the municipal broadband providers in Charlemont and Rowe (i.e., the rows bolded and shaded in the chart at the end of this section) from Charter’s RDOF deployment obligation. Charter further requests that the FCC reduce proportionately Charter’s RDOF support in Massachusetts accordingly, while retaining Charter’s obligation to deploy its network to (and the associated support amounts for) the remaining 129 locations in Hawley and Monroe. A proportionate, pro rata reduction of Charter’s RDOF support for these CBGs would result in a reduction of support from $1,587,210 to $304,234.

**Wisconsin**

Through its review of potentially overlapping state broadband grant programs, Charter has also identified a small area in Wisconsin where Charter itself—through a September 2020 tribal broadband grant from the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin—recently deployed its network to 62 locations located within a CBG it won in the RDOF auction. In September 2020, several months after the Commission had finalized the list of CBGs to be included in the RDOF Auction, the Menominee Indian Tribe awarded Charter funding (through a CARES Act grant) to deploy its broadband network along identified road segments within the Tribe’s reservation. The project connected 223 locations to Charter’s high-speed broadband network, and was completed by the end of 2020 (with some subsequent additions). Charter has constructed these areas with a mix of FTTP and hybrid fiber-coaxial plant. Charter has since realized that 62 of those 223 locations fall within a CBG that Charter subsequently won in the RDOF auction. As the tribal broadband grant
was not defined on a census block basis, the small overlap with areas included in the auction was not immediately apparent to Charter.

This CBG in Wisconsin represents $114,458 in support; the requested waiver, if granted, would reduce the support by $45,819.20 to $68,728.80.

* * * *

Together, the CBGs in which Charter seeks to modify its deployment obligations, by excluding the bolded locations, are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>CBG</th>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Municipal Broadband Provider</th>
<th>CAM-Estimated Locations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110401004</td>
<td>Hawley24</td>
<td>WiValley/OTELCO</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Charlemont</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>250110401001</td>
<td>Charlemont</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rowe</td>
<td>Municipal FTTH served by Whip City Fiber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Monroe</td>
<td>WiValley/OTELCO</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>550789401022</td>
<td>Menominee Reservation</td>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>152 (62 served; 93 estimated unserved locations remaining)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. SCOPE OF THE WAIVERS REQUESTED

As the facts set forth above make clear, there are instances in Massachusetts, and a handful of instances in Kentucky, Missouri, Virginia, and Wisconsin, in which Charter’s receipt of federal support through the RDOF program to expand its broadband network would not represent an

---

24 The wireless broadband projects in Hawley and Monroe, which will not offer gigabit speeds, are also receiving MBI support under the terms of a separate 2019 MBI grant. MBI has advised Charter that although MBI supports Charter’s Petition for a waiver, MBI’s support does not extend to Charter’s request to retain RDOF support to extend its service in these two towns, and that MBI would prefer that Charter withdraw these two towns from its RDOF application as well.
effective use of the Commission’s universal service resources. Charter therefore requests a waiver of its RDOF obligations as follows:

First, Charter respectfully requests that the Commission grant waivers in the Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, and Virginia CBGs identified in Chart A by (1) relieving Charter of any obligation to apply for support in these CBGs so that Charter can remove them from its pending long form application, and (2) returning the relevant support amounts to the Universal Service Fund for future use by the Commission to support universal service. In the alternative, Charter requests that the Commission permit Charter to default on these 41 CBGs prior to authorization without incurring forfeitures or other penalties. This Petition will refer to the requested waivers in these 41 CBGs as “Application Modification Waivers.”

Second, Charter respectfully requests that the Commission grant waivers in the Massachusetts and Wisconsin CBGs identified on Chart B by (1) reducing Charter’s RDOF deployment obligation by the number of estimated locations being served by wireline MBI grantees (in the two Massachusetts CBGs) or by Charter itself (in the Wisconsin CBG), and (2) reducing Charter’s RDOF support for these CBGs pro rata. This Petition will refer to the requested waivers in these 3 CBGs as “Deployment Modification Waivers.”

III. THE REQUESTED LIMITED WAIVERS WOULD SERVE THE PUBLIC INTEREST.

The Commission may waive any provision of its rules “if good cause therefor is shown.”25 The Commission has found that good cause exists to waive its rules “where special circumstances warrant a deviation from the general rule, such deviation serves the public interest, and a waiver

25 47 C.F.R. § 1.3.
would be consistent with the principles underlying the rule.” The waivers requested here each satisfy this standard as set forth below.

A. Granting the Application Modification Waivers Will Conserve Finite Resources and Avoid Interference with State Broadband Programs, with No Harm to the Public Interest.

Grant of the requested Application Modification Waivers will ensure that finite federal resources are most effectively deployed, thereby serving the central purpose of the RDOF auction: bringing service to unserved areas. Grant of these waivers will also protect the integrity and success of state broadband grant programs by avoiding an unnecessary overbuild in CBGs where 95-100% of the estimated locations either already have, or are expected to soon receive, high-speed internet service. Granting the relief requested in this Petition will therefore serve the public interest. Conversely, strict application of the Commission’s RDOF rules in these instances would undermine the Commission’s goal of distributing and using its universal service funds where they are most needed.

First, relieving Charter of the obligation to apply for support in these CBGs and allowing it to remove them from its long form application would promote the public interest by “ensur[ing] that [the] finite universal service support is awarded in an efficient and cost-effective manner and does not go toward overbuilding areas that already have service.” Where a broadband provider has already built, or has an obligation to build, high-speed wireline broadband, Charter’s overbuilding all or almost all of those same locations would be a waste of federal resources, particularly where, as here, most such providers have deployed or will be deploying gigabit-capable fiber networks. By waiving Charter’s obligation to build to these locations and reducing

27 RDOF Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 692 ¶ 13.
Charter’s RDOF support accordingly, the Commission will conserve limited financial resources that can be used in future universal service efforts. Doing so will maintain focus on the compelling policy priority underlying this RDOF auction: to bring service to unserved areas.

Granting these waivers would be consistent with the Commission’s decision, during the challenge process, to exclude from RDOF auction eligibility 2,127 census blocks in New York in which Charter was subject to state broadband deployment obligations. There, the Commission found that excluding those census blocks would ensure that the Commission’s finite universal service dollars were put to their best use “by not funding another provider to overbuild…,” and would further the Commission’s universal service goals of directing support “to increase broadband deployment in areas that are unserved or underserved, rather than in areas where a competitor already provides service.” Here, although the state grants and other areas that are being served were not identified during the Bureau’s challenge process, relieving Charter of the requirement to apply for support in these CBGs would continue to advance this Commission goal.

Second, granting these limited waivers will result in no harm to the public interest where, as here, the CBGs at issue are already served by another provider, or by a state grantee that is under a binding commitment to provide high-speed wireline broadband. Specifically, in the 34 CBGs that are the subject of this Petition that already receive or will soon receive high-speed wireline broadband from a state grantee, those grants encompass 95-100% of the estimated locations in the CBGs. And in the 7 CBGs where an unsubsidized provider is already present, existing coverage of the affected areas appears to be very substantial.

28 See generally New York Waiver Order.
29 New York Waiver Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 6493 ¶ 8.
Third, denial of the Application Modification Waivers could result in harm to the public interest. If Charter is expected to (and proceeds to) deploy its facilities using federal support in areas where state-supported grantees are also deploying their networks and seeking to sign up customers, the effectiveness of the state programs could be jeopardized. As the Commission is aware, rural broadband deployment is cost-intensive due to the need to spread the costs of network buildout over a smaller customer base. For rural deployment projects to be economically viable, it is often necessary for providers to obtain subscription rates much higher than what is necessary for viability in denser, lower-cost urban and suburban areas. Indeed, the Connect America Cost Model used to determine the reserve price for the RDOF auction assumes a 70% subscription rate for deployments to unserved areas, and the Commission’s application requirements direct providers to estimate a 70% subscription rate for purposes of designing its network.30

Were Charter to deploy its network with federal support in the same areas in which states have already spent money to expand broadband access, Charter’s presence could undercut the economic viability of state projects. In addition, some state grantees and existing unsubsidized providers in these CBGs are themselves municipal entities who partnered with third-party broadband providers (to facilitate a municipal broadband network) and supported those investments with taxpayer dollars. Developments that frustrate the economic viability of those projects—such as market entry by a federally subsidized provider in the same areas—could therefore adversely impact the finances of the towns involved and result in burdens on local taxpayers to sustain the government-run and -operated network. It makes no sense to penalize

Charter with forfeitures and other penalties for withdrawing these areas from its application for support to avoid this outcome, when withdrawal would be in the interest of all parties.

These public interest arguments are further bolstered by the fact that the relevant commonwealth and state broadband authorities in Massachusetts, Missouri, and Virginia, and county and state representatives in Kentucky, each either support, or in the alternative, have no objection to, this waiver. The States and local officials recognize that the homes and small businesses in these areas are already being served by a state grant, and that state resources could be wasted or undercut if a federally-subsidized competitor deploys into the same areas.\footnote{As noted in note 24, MBI would prefer that this Petition go even further by removing two additional MBI-supported towns, Hawley and Monroe, from Charter’s RDOF application (\textit{i.e.}, those where the town receiving MBI support is partnering with a wireless provider) in addition to the removals sought by this Petition. Charter prefers—if this waiver is granted—to continue to build to the areas of Hawley and Monroe in which it was the winning bidder, consistent with its commitment to bring gigabit broadband to areas that would otherwise lack it.} In these situations, relieving the winning bidder of the requirement to apply for RDOF support in these CBGs promotes the public interest by ensuring that all homes and small businesses in these remote areas are served by high-speed broadband, while at the same time state resources are not threatened by bringing an overbuilder to the same locations.

Along these same lines, the public interest will also be served if Charter is relieved of its RDOF deployment obligations in the 3 Massachusetts CBGs which Charter has itself received an MBI state grant—Hancock, Sandisfield, and Tyringham—with no corresponding harm to the public interest. Charter is mindful that the Commission’s \textit{RDOF Order} does not allow a provider to satisfy its RDOF deployment obligations with locations in which it had an independent and pre-existing legal or regulatory obligation to another government body to deploy its network. Charter is therefore seeking to remove these 3 CBGs from its list of winning CBGs. Importantly, the
public interest will be served by granting this request, since the MBI grants already require Charter to connect virtually all homes in the subject CBGs with high-speed broadband,\textsuperscript{32} and the RDOF funds will be returned to the Commission for future use to support universal service.

Finally, Charter’s need for this waiver does not arise from any violation of the Commission’s rules. In the 38 CBGs served by another provider, Charter was unaware that its bid in the auction would result in overbuilding another provider because the areas were either included in the auction in error, or the state grants postdated the finalization of the eligible areas list. And in the three CBGs served by Charter itself, Charter complied with its Form 477 reporting obligations. The census blocks at issue in those three 3 CBGs were all still unserved by Charter when it filed its June 2019 and December 2019 Form 477 filings used to identify the eligible areas list and challenges for the auction. Charter also did not purposefully omit these three towns from its challenges or bid on CBGs in which it had pending state commitments, but rather was unsuccessful in its efforts to identify every possible overlap between the auction and its own dynamic service areas, which are continuously growing as the company expands its footprint.\textsuperscript{33} Now that Charter \textit{has} become aware that these locations overlap, it is promptly bringing them to the Commission’s attention.

\textsuperscript{32} As noted above, Charter’s MBI grant for Sandisfield, MA excludes the privately owned Otis Woodlands area. However, Charter’s deployment of its network in that area—where it would undermine a homeowners association’s investment in their own local facilities—would not be in the public interest, for the same reasons that it would be undesirable for Charter to overbuild third-party MBI grantees.

\textsuperscript{33} Participation in the challenge process was optional; although Charter’s failure to identify these areas earlier or structure its bidding to avoid them in the auction was inadvertent, those omissions did not violate any rule or Commission order. See \textit{RDOF Order}, 35 FCC Rcd at 770, Appendix B ¶ 41 (“interested parties \textit{may} also identify areas that have been served since they have submitted the most recent publicly available FCC Form 477 data or identify areas that have been awarded funding through federal or state broadband subsidy programs to provide 25/3 Mbps or better service.” (emphasis added)).

The requested Deployment Modification Waivers in Massachusetts and Wisconsin will enable RDOF support to be used for its intended purpose of closing the digital divide, ensuring that an estimated 222 unserved homes and businesses are not deprived of broadband service for what could be many more years. A grant of these waivers could also avoid the paradoxical effect of causing state broadband support to cause residents and small businesses in the impacted CBGs to lose the opportunity to receive broadband access for many more years. Moreover, the overlap here was inadvertent and the request for a waiver does not arise from any violation of the Commission’s rules.

First, granting these waivers will further the goals of the auction by allowing Charter to use reduced RDOF support to connect the estimated 222 remaining locations without wireline high-speed broadband access in these three CBGs, enabling these homes and small businesses in Massachusetts and Wisconsin to benefit from gigabit connections over Charter’s FTTP network at the earliest possible date.

With respect to the Wisconsin CBG, Charter is mindful that the Commission’s RDOF Order does not allow a provider to use RDOF support to connect locations where the provider was already subject to a pre-existing, independent obligation to deploy its network prior to the auction. Here, Charter’s grant from the Menominee Indian Tribe was awarded before winning

---

34 See RDOF Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 692-93, 709 ¶¶ 14, 45 n.135. At the time the RDOF Order instituted this prohibition against leveraging a combination of federal and state support for network deployment, Commissioners Rosenworcel and Starks expressed concern that this policy could have the effect of, inter alia, penalizing states who supported local broadband deployment projects. See RDOF Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 786 (Statement of Commissioner Jessica Rosenworcel Approving in Part, Dissenting in Part), 790 (Statement of Commissioner Geoffrey Starks Approving in Part and Dissenting in Part). Strict application of the requirement here would have the effect of penalizing residents and small businesses in the three CBGs at issue because the
bids in the auction were assigned. As a result, Charter is concerned that even a *de minimis* overlap between this grant and its winning RDOF bids could preclude Charter from counting locations in the pertinent CBG towards its RDOF deployment commitments. And with respect to the two Massachusetts CBGs, MBI does not wish for Charter to deploy a federally-subsidized network into the towns where it has provided state support. Deploying Charter’s network into these CBGs in full, where most areas will already have access to state-supported Gigabit FTTP service, is also unlikely to make much business sense for Charter.

In both cases, allowing Charter to exclude the overlapping locations would resolve these issues in a way that best promotes the public interest: Charter returns a proportionate amount of RDOF support that the Commission can use to support universal service, while the homes and small businesses in the CBGs without access to high-speed wireline broadband access will receive FTTP gigabit service years before they otherwise would.

*Second*, there would be no corresponding public interest harm from granting the waivers requested. Charter is not requesting a limited waiver from its deployment obligation in order to *avoid* building broadband facilities to reach all locations within these 3 CBGs. Rather, either Charter or a third party is already offering or scheduled to offer high-speed wireline broadband service to 606 of those locations, and Charter wishes to serve the remaining 222 locations.

*Third*, Charter’s need for these waivers does not arise from any violation of the Commission’s rules. In Menominee, Charter complied with its Form 477 reporting obligations; the facilities at issue were not yet deployed at the time of the reports used to assemble the eligible areas list, and Charter bid on the CBG before it became aware of the overlap. And in the two state/tribal grants could otherwise arguably prevent Charter from using RDOF support to deploy its Gigabit FTTP network nearby.
Massachusetts CBGs, Charter was unaware that the towns in the CBGs were already the subject of an MBI grant to a third party. Now that Charter has become aware that these locations overlap, it is promptly bringing them to the Commission’s attention. Moreover, Charter gained no advantage from failing to recognize these overlaps prior to bidding—to the contrary, unless the Commission grants the requested waiver, Charter stands to lose the opportunity to extend services to over two hundred unserved homes and small businesses in these areas.

CONCLUSION

Grant of the Application Modification and Deployment Modification Waivers requested herein will promote the public interest by ensuring broadband resources are used most efficiently and effectively, and bring high-speed broadband to as many unserved households as possible, as quickly as possible. Charter respectfully requests that the Commission grant the requested waivers.
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